
 

Abstract: Sustainability is crucial in modern engineering, particularly in chemical and biological 

systems. It involves the use of sustainable resources and the development of environmentally 

friendly, smart, and efficient systems that minimize waste and optimize resource use. Central to 

engineering smart, sustainable systems is optimal control. However, integrating optimal control 

technologies into these systems is challenging due to the complexity of managing large-scale, 

constrained, nonlinear, and interconnected subsystems, particularly under uncertain conditions. 

In this talk, I will introduce a series of optimal control technologies that contribute to smarter and 

more efficient systems, enhancing their sustainability. Specifically, I will discuss the development 

and application of (1) model predictive control and (2) reinforcement learning, which are 

instrumental in engineering systems that use minimal resources and generate less waste. I will 

also demonstrate how optimal control is pivotal in advancing sustainable food production in 

urban areas through the integration of renewable energy and efficient resource management. These advances in 

optimal control are critical in developing smart, sustainable systems and are essential for a sustainable future. 
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